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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE (FTC) NO. 3 KAMRUP 

(M) GUWAHATI. 

 

CRIMINAL APPEAL NO. 24/2013 

 

CHANDAN KR. NAG    :-APPELLANT 

VS.  

M/S P. N. PHARMA MARKETING SERVICES PRIVATE 

LIMITED      :- RESPONDENT. 

 

PRESENT:- DIPAK THAKURIA,  

                     ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE (FTC) NO. 3 

  KAMRUP (M) GUWAHATI. 

 

APPEARANCE: 

 M. K. SHAH, ADV. FOR THE APPELLANT. 

 J. CHOUDHURY, ADV. FOR THE RESPONDENT. 

  

DATE OF ARGUMENT:-   10-04-2017. 

DATE OF JUDGMENT :-   24-04-2017. 

 

JUDGMENT 

 

1. This appeal has preferred by appellant Chandan Kr. Nag under section 374 (3) of Cr. 

P. C. against the Judgment and order passed by learned Sub-Divisional Judicial 

Magistrate (S) II, Kamrup (M) Guwahati on 31-12-2012 in connection with 

Complaint Case No. 5842/2006 in which the learned trial Magistrate convicted and 

sentenced the appellant.   

 

2. Facts of the case, in brief, are as follows: that the complainant/respondent acts as 

the dealer and clearing and forwarding agent of various items. The 

accused/appellant had business relationship with the complainant who purchased 
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goods regularly from the complainant on credit. On 18-04-2006 the accused issued 

a cheque amounting to Rs. 14,763/ in favour of the complainant in discharge of his 

liability. The complainant deposited the cheque in his bank for encashment; but the 

bank returned it with an endorsement that that there was no sufficient fund in the 

account of the accused. The complainant/respondent issued demand notice in due 

course of time and the appellant did not pay the cheque amount after receiving the 

demand notice.   

 
3. Learned trial Magistrate after trial held the accused/appellant was guilty under 

section 138 of N. I. Act and sentenced him to undergo simple imprisonment for 

three months and also directed to pay compensation amounting of Rs. 28,000/ 

(rupees twenty eight thousand) in default simple imprisonment for one month. 

 

4. Being aggrieved at and dissatisfied with the judgment and order passed by ld. Sub-

Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S) II, Kamrup (M) Guwahati the accused/appellant 

preferred this appeal on various grounds.  

 
5. On the day of argument advocate for the appellant remained absent without step. 

On perusal the case record it appears that the appellant took several adjournments 

on various grounds. The appeal is old pending registered in the year 2013. Instead 

of adjourning the case the appellant is directed to place his argument within seven 

days which he has not done.  

 
6. I have heard the argument advanced by the engaged advocate for the respondent 

and carefully perused the impugned judgment and order and entire case record of 

the lower Court.  

 
7. Section 138 of the N. I. Act deals with dishonor of cheque for insufficiency etc. of 

funds in the account of the person issued the cheque. To attract section 138 of the 

N. I. Act the following facts are required to be proved by the complainant:-  

 
a) that the cheque was drawn for payment of an amount of 

money for discharge  of a debt or liability and the cheque was 

dishonoured;  

b) that the cheque was presented within the prescribed 
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period;  

c) that the payee made a demand for payment of the money 

by giving a notice in writing to the drawer within the 

stipulated period; and  

d) that the drawer failed to make the payment within 15 days 

of receipt of the notice.  

8. In the case in hand, on perusal the lower Court case record it appears that the 

complainant/respondent is a private limited company represented by Debdas Dutta 

one of its employees has alleged that the accused/appellant issued a cheque 

amounting Rs. 14, 763/ discharging legally enforceable liability. The complainant 

presented the cheque in his bank for encashment; but the same was dishonoured 

due to insufficient of fund in the account of accused. He issued demand notice 

through his advocate; but the accused/appellant did not return the money; so, he 

was no other alternative except to knock the door of the Court for justice. To 

establish the case the complainant/respondent examined its representative Debdas 

Dutta as P. W. 1 and exhibited cheque-in-question, return memo issued by bank, 

demand notice, postal receipt, acknowledgment card and letter dated 03-03-2006. 

On the other hand the accused/appellant examined him as D. W. 1 and one Malay 

Kr. Nag as D. W. 2. 

9. On perusal the lower Court case record it appears that the complainant/respondent 

is a company which has been carrying on the business of distributors of various 

items and the accused used to purchase goods from the complainant on credit and 

towards the payment of its lawful dues the accused issued cheque-in-question which 

subsequently bounced. The defence categorically cross-examined the P. W. 1; but 

failed to shake the evidence given by him in chief. The accused examined him as D. 

W. 1 and one Malay Kr. Nag as D. W. 2. The evidence of the accused shows that he 

issued the cheque-in-question but it was in blank. The complainant misused the 

same. D. W. 2 Malay Kr. Nag has supported the accused by saying that the accused 

issued a blank cheque to the complainant. 

10. The admitted facts in the case in hand are that there was business relation between 

the accused and the complainant and the accused issued the cheque-in-question to 

the complainant. The dispute between the parties is that, according to the 
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complainant the cheque-in-question was issued by the accused in discharging of his 

legally enforceable liability; on the other hand, according to the accused it was blank 

and the complainant misused the same.  

11. From the case record of lower Court it appears that after return of the cheque from 

the bank the complainant issued a demand notice on 12-06-2016 (Ext. 3) through 

his advocate by registered post and in that demand letter the complainant 

mentioned the number of the cheque and the amount. The acknowledgment card 

shows that the accused received the demand notice on 19-06-2016. While the 

accused was examined under section 313 Cr. P. C. he has denied the receipt of the 

demand notice. As the complainant sent the demand notice by registered post with 

acknowledgement and the postal department returned the acknowledgment card 

with the signature of the recipient; so, it is presumed that the accused received the 

same. If the accused actually had not received the demand notice; so, it is his duty 

to establish the same by examining responsible office bearer of the postal 

department. Though the accused examined two witnesses in his defence; but had 

not taken any endeavour to examine the person from postal department. Under 

such circumstances the presumption goes against the accused. The accused 

examined him as D. W. 1 and has deposed that the complainant had forged the 

cheque-in-question given by him. If that was so, it is the duty of the accused to take 

legal action against the complainant for forging his blank cheque. But he did 

nothing. Besides it, according to the accused, he gave the blank cheque to the 

complainant in the year 2001. If he had no liability then the question arises as to 

why the accused keep the blank cheque till 2006. If he paid the price of goods in 

cash, so there was no necessity to keep the blank cheque under the possession of 

the complainant. From the record it appears that the accused had not taken any 

initiative to bring back the blank cheque from the complainant. So the plea taken by 

the accused/appellant that he gave blank cheque to the complainant and the 

complainant misused the same is not trustworthy. The complainant/respondent was 

able to establish legally enforceable debt and the trial Court has properly 

appreciated the evidence on record.       

12. So far formalities in filing a case under section 138 N. I. Act are concerned, the 

complainant maintained the same and the accused/appellant has also not pointed 

out any kind of violation of legal formalities.  
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13. After meticulous perusal the impugned judgment and order and the materials on 

lower Court’s Case record and in view of the above discussion and observation I 

come to the safe conclusion that the learned trial Court committed no error both 

factual and legal convicting and sentencing the accused/appellant. I find no reason 

for interference on the judgment and order of the trial Court.  

14. In the result the appeal fails and dismissed. The impugned judgment and order 

passed by learned Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S) II, Kamrup (M), Guwahati is 

upheld.  

15. The order of suspension of the operation of judgment and order of the lower Court 

is vacated.  Accused/appellant is directed to surrender before the trial Court within 

one month from the date of judgment and order to serve out the sentence.   

16. Return the case record of C. R. 5482/2006 along with a copy of the judgment of this 

Court to the Court of learned Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate (S) II Kamrup (M), 

Guwahati.  

17. Given under my hand and seal of this Court today the 24th day of April 2017.  

 

      (D. Thakuria) 
      Additional Sessions Judge (FTC) No. 3 
      Kamrup (M) Guwahati.   
           
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


